Mounting Instructions:

1) With the help of another person, hold the shelf against a wall at a desired mounting location so that its back directly touches the wall. Use a level to make sure that the shelf is level and then use a pencil to mark the wall along the entire top edge of the shelf. Set the shelf aside.

2) At the line made of Step (1), use the pencil and a tape measure to make two “insertion marks” centered along this line that are spaced apart a distance equal to "Distance A". These are the insertion points for the mounting hardware.

3) The provided anchor cannot penetrate wood. Therefore we have to determine if either of the two insertion marks happens to align with a wood stud (use a stud-finder to determine this). If a mark does, do not use the anchor - use a screw only. In this instance, use a screwdriver to secure the screw directly into the wall at that mark. Rotate clockwise until the screw head resides about 1/4 inch from the wall.

4) For insertion marks that do not align with a stud, use both the anchor and the screw. To install the anchor, use a Phillips screwdriver to engage an anchor and then, position the anchor tip against the wall at one of the marks. Rotate the anchor clockwise as you push it firmly into the wall. The anchor will drive itself into the wall as a large screw. Continue rotating until the anchor’s head becomes even with the wall surface. Do not over-tighten.

5) Use the screwdriver to secure a screw into each installed anchor. Rotate the screw clockwise until the screw head is about 1/4 inch from the wall.

6) Mount the shelf on the wall by fitting the large opening of each keyhole to the protruding screw heads (don’t hang the shelf upside-down, use the keyhole orientations for reference as show). Gently push down the shelf so that each screw engages with its keyhole and lock it in place. You may need to tighten or loosen the screws a bit to let the shelf to fit snugly against the wall.

Care Instructions: To clean: wipe with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use abrasive or strong chemical household cleaners.